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Family to 
Migrants

To be the ambassador of the Good 

Shepherd and serve the migrant 

community in Singapore, regardless of 

race or religion. Inspired by the Holy 

Spirit, we believe in God’s will for the 

dignity and freedom of all individuals.

Our Mission

The Archdiocesan Commission for the 

Pastoral Care of Migrants & Itinerant 

People (ACMI), is commissioned by 

the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 

Singapore to serve all migrant and 

itinerants in Singapore.
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If one member suffers, all suffer together with it;  
if one member is honored,  

all rejoice together with it.
1 Corinthians 12:26
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The Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral 

Care of Migrants & Itinerant People (ACMI), is 

commissioned by the Roman Catholic Archdiocese 

of Singapore to serve all migrant and itinerants in 

Singapore: Welcoming, Protecting, Promoting and 

Integrating them into the community regardless of 

nationality, socioeconomic status and religion.

Our work focuses on 4 key categories: Skills 

Development, Case Management, Community 

Outreach and Formation.

About ACMI
Above: House visits are a major part 
of ACMI’s approach to supporting 
our migrants.
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Our 
Values

Our 
Purpose

Our 
Mission

Human values rooted in 
our Catholic teachings by 
being instrumental in the 

development of migrants and 
collaborative efforts with 

stakeholders and agencies.

Communities that enhance 
integral human development 

regardless of religion, culture, 
race, or socioeconomic status.

Be Christ the Good 
Shepherd in our community

ACMI is a Catholic commission serving the 
migrant community

Our ministry is inspired by the Holy Spirit 
and guided by our Catholic Social Teachings

We believe in God’s will for the dignity and 
freedom of persons

Protect

Promote Integrate

We ensure vulnerable persons 
receive support towards living 
more holistic lives with dignity, 

safety and security.

Welcome
All as brothers and sisters who 

come to us with respect and 
without prejudice.
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I am the good 
shepherd. 

 
I know my own and my 

own know me, just as 
the Father knows me 

and I know the Father. 
 

And I lay down 
my life for the 

sheep.

John 10:14-15



We thank our Heavenly Father for His blessings and 
mercies everyday, as we look back at what He has 
provided for us in 2020.

Indeed, 2020 was a tumultuous year for many of 
us. In a global pandemic, we went through many 
moments of discomfort, anxiety and uncertainty. 
However, for our migrant brothers and sisters, many 
of them experienced much greater setbacks - be it 
hardship from loss of income, confusion about the 
unpredictable future, or loneliness from the lack 
of companionship and a familiar way of life. Being 
far away from home, our migrants have to contend 
with relying on limited modes of communication to 
hear from their families, some of whom were greatly 
affected by the pandemic. 

As the crisis unfolded, many of our migrants 
required urgent assistance and aid. With support 
from organisations such as Catholic Junior College, 
Agape Village, the Church of our Lady of Perpetual 
Succour, and our volunteers, we distributed masks, 
food aid, and care packages to over 15,000 migrants. 
For some who were facing more urgent requests 
such as rental and financial assistance, we helped 
with some of the costs.

In the wake of this new normal, we strived to still 
reach out to our migrants, and be an active part of 
their lives in the virtual world. Through a wide array 
of videos that ranged from videos of encouragement 
and solidarity, to a collage of our migrants and staff 
singing songs of praise, we reached thousands of 
migrants through our social media platforms. 

With our trademark skill development courses 
being halted due to the pandemic, we had lost a 
major method of supporting and engaging with our 
migrants. However, thanks to many of our migrants 
still wanting to participate in our activities, we held 
various online classes where hundreds joined us in 
baking, language, and even guitar classes. We are 
grateful to God for being able to support and engage 
with our migrants, as we stay safe indoors.

In 2020, we continued to receive calls and followed 
up with cases involving transnational families and 
individual migrants who required special assistance. 
Our team handled 104 cases, while providing 
advisory to 137 individuals on the phone. With the 
pandemic exacerbating some of the problems that 
migrants face, we are fully committed in providing 
a personal and dedicated approach to providing 
pastoral care and other forms of assistance.

However, with all the work we needed to do, we 
should not lose sight of our Heavenly Father’s 
presence in both the challenges and joys we have 
experienced in this year. We held a Prayer Helpline 
to seek intercession for all in need, while shifting our 
usual formation programmes such as Abundant and 
Better Life Abroad (AbBA) and formation online to 
continue providing emotional and spiritual guidance. 
We also commemorated the World Day of Migrants 
and Refugees on the 27th of September with an 
online mass, giving thanks to God and praying for all 
migrants around the world.

I pray that ACMI will continue to be a beacon of 
hope and light to all our migrants, as we rely on God’s 
grace and blessings everyday. In His faithfulness, let 
us continue to trust that whatever the circumstances, 
we will be able to journey and walk on together with 
God by our side. 

May God bless you and keep you and your families 
and friends, and bring you a peace and joy the world 
cannot give. 
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Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, 

Yours in Christ,

Jeremy Khoo
Chairman (Interim)

Chairman’s Message
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Yours in Christ,

Esther Chia
Executive Director

This season has been tumultuous for many of us, and 
especially uncertain for our beneficiaries. However, 
the circuit breaker phase was especially enriching 
and humbling for my team and I, as we continued to 
journey with our migrants in their difficulties.

In seeing the joy of the migrants when we were able 
to support and journey with them, was enough for us. 
We had a family who gave up their grocery packs to 
another vulnerable family because they had enough 
to last them for a while longer. It reminded us how we 
did not need much to be happy, and how wonderful 
that those we helped, helped others in return.

We provided a listening ear to our beneficiaries 
through the phone or an online video call, and 
checked in on how they were managing during the 
pandemic. Many of the low-income transnational 
families were in dire straits because the breadwinner 
had lost his/her job. We also went out to search for 
migrants who did not live in the major dormitories 
and might have needed help. We tried to reach out 
to as many migrants who needed help through our 
posts online and our helplines, and offered as much 
help as we could. 

In our efforts, I realized how important it was to be 
there for our migrants, especially in this pandemic, 
and to stand in solidarity with them, reminding them 
we are with them in this together. We thank God 
for the wonderful blessings and opportunities for 
us to bring comfort and hope that helped families 
and individuals value themselves as God’s beloved 
children.

As physical presence or face-to-face programmes 
have always been the main medium of interaction 
with our migrants, we faced huge challenges in 
engaging with our migrants, and adapting to the 
virtual realm as well. However, I am humbled by how 
the team stepped up in so many ways, and took it 
upon themselves to step out of their comfort zone, 
and provide connection and support to our migrants. 

One moment that touched me deeply was even 
amidst the initial outbreak in March 2020, the team 
(from our own homes), planned, filmed, and pieced 
together a Solidarity Video, providing information 
about the pandemic, good hygiene practices, and 
reaffirming them that they were not alone. This gave 
me confidence in how we could still create an impact 
for our migrants.

For the team, this year has also allowed us to grow 
in the midst of these struggles, and to learn more 
about surrendering fully to God, and being obedient 
to Him. It has helped me to be humble and learn to 
live in holiness, while remembering the importance of 
prayer and being attentive to God’s words. In living 
ACMI’s mission to serve migrants and their families, 
bring hope to those who are hopeless and help them 
restore their dignity, I see time and again the chance 
to know and understand how God works if we listen 
to Him.  

As we continue on with 2021 where there will still be 
many challenges, I believe that there will be many 
blessings along the way, as we seek God’s new 
mercies everyday. I pray that ACMI will be able to 
continue supporting all our migrant brothers and 
sisters, and be the Good Shepherd to all. 

To all our friends of ACMI,

How wonderful that those 
we helped, helped others 

in return!
“

Executive Director’s Message
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Balance Sheet

Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2020 2020 (S$) 2019 (S$)

 Assets

 Current assets

 Deferred expenses 7,566

 Deposit 285 3,292

 Cash & Cash Equivalents

 Bank 951,296 661,809

 Petty Cash 734 1,000

 Voucher 3,330 510

 Recoverable 13,627 6,309

 Total Current Assets 969,272 680,486

 Non-current assets

 Property, plant and equipment 2,897 2,897

 Accumulated Depreciation (2,896) (2,892)

 Total Non-Current Assets 1 5

  Total Assets 969,273 680,491

 Liabilities and Equity

 Funds (Balance as at 1/1)

 Migrant Fund 279,281 247,471

 Ordinary Fund 305,565 305,560

 Surplus for the year

 Migrant Fund 301,257 31,810

 Ordinary Fund 360 5

 Funds (Balance as at 31/12)

 Migrant Fund 580,538 279,281

 Ordinary Fund 305,925 305,565

886,463 584,846

 Current Liabilities

 Accruals 30,045 53,318

 Deferred Income 42,540 42,327

 Deferred Grant Income 10,162

 Other Payables 63 -

  Total Current Liabilities 82,810 95,645

 Total Fund and Liabilities 969,273 680,491

ACMI oversees the operations and programs of The Migrant Fund (TMF) and our Ordinary Fund, which provides for formation programs of 
ACMI.  ACMI is responsible for the funds received in these two accounts, and ensures that the proper management and spending of such funds 
received are in accordance with the Constitution and that of the Trust Deeds.  In addition, the TMF was audited and the auditor’s report dated 18 
June 2021 can be found on the ACMI website. The ordinary fund was not required to be audited.
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Statement of Financial Activities 
& Comprehensive Income

2020 (S$) 2019 (S$)

 Incoming Resources

 Caritas 575,000 500,000

 A. Migrant Fund

 Donation 177,329 70,114

 Other Income 99,592 9,465

 B. Ordinary Fund

 Donation 360 5

 Other Income 3,465 6,309

 Operating Revenue

 A. Migrant Fund

  Skill Development Programme 129,164

 Total Incoming Resources 855,746 715,057

 Resources Expanded

 Management Cost 170,970 197,805

 A. Migrant Fund

 PR, Events, Research & Advocacy 120,845 153,110

 Case Management Pastoral Care 149,778 135,747

 Skill Development Programme 109,071 190,271

 B. Ordinary Fund

 Formation 3,465 6,309

 Total Resources Expended 544,129 683,242

 Net Incoming Resources

 A. Migrant Fund 301,257 31,810

 B. Ordinary Fund 360 5

301,617 31,815

Statement of Financial Activities/Comprehensive Income 
 for the financial year ended 31 December 2020
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Solidarity
When the first case of the COVID-19 pandemic in Singapore was 
confirmed on the 23rd of January 2020, many would not have 
known the impact that would last months or even years.  
 
This was especially for our migrants in Singapore, where being in 
a foreign land - anxiety, confusion and helplessness grew in the 
hearts of many, who also cared for their families back home. 

In April 2020, multiple outbreaks and clusters in migrant 

dormitories was the start of an arduous journey for many 

who worked in construction, landscaping, road works, and 

many other areas. Migrant workers who had contracted 

the virus or might have been affected were immediately 

quarantined, and were isolated in temporary dormitories 

or holding areas for months. Many could not continue 

working, and faced financial difficulties and anxiety about 

the condition of their loved ones back home.

Restrictions to stay at home also greatly affected 

foreign domestic workers, who relied mainly on physical 

communities and gatherings for support and guidance. 

With added hours at home, many felt helpless and lost.

Transnational families were also affected - as foreign 

spouses needed to juggle financial difficulties due to loss 

of income, or children requiring electronic devices to 

continue their education while at home.
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To support our migrants 
in this time, we quickly  

shifted much of our focus 
online, to continue reaching 

out and being present with all.

Although physical interaction and live events were a staple in ACMI’s outreach, the team 

quickly adapted to the new normal: the online realm. Many ministries came together to 

create videos, hold online prayer sessions, and adapted our programmes for video calls.

Posts on our social media platforms received over 10,000 views, and reached out to 

migrants of all ages and nationalities.  We thank all our migrant brothers and sisters for 

keeping in touching with us. We stand in solidarity with you!

Top: Facilitators from the 

Abundant and Better Life Abroad 

(AbBA) programme wrote 

messages of encouragement and 

solidarity to participants.

Left 2nd: Our foreign domestic 

workers were delighted to gather 

online for a formation reunion. 

Left 3rd: ACMI conducts door to 

door visits for transnational families, 

providing personal support and 

guidance to those in need.

Left 1st: ACMI conducted  

multiple care pack  

distributions to dormitories  

and companies where  

migrants worked at. Care  

packs were distributed to  

Nyee Phoe Flower Garden,  

a horticultural company.
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Community 
Outreach

With over 320,000 migrant workers living in dormitories, 

the COVID-19 outbreak in April 2020 brought light to the 

difficult circumstances many migrants face in their living 

and work environments. The rapid spread of the virus 

exacerbated life for many, with migrant workers making 

up 90% of the COVID-19 cases in Singapore in April last 

year. Heavy restrictions, loss of income, and uncertainty 

in where they were to go - caused much anxiety, isolation 

and despair. 

One of ACMI’s flagship programmes prior to COVID-19 

was the Bread Basket initiative, which involved working 

with an organisation or school, packing care packs, and 

personally holding an event to thank and interact with our 

Many people 
helped me with 
finding a room, 
paying for rental, 
and even some 
pocket money 
when I was not 
able to work...  
so happy!

“

- Ma’amun 
Bangladeshi Migrant 
Worker in Singapore

migrant workers in dormitories. As restrictions loomed, 

the team quickly turned around and focused on providing 

essential supplies such as masks, groceries, and packet 

meals. To improve morale and provide a more holistic 

approach of care, the team also focused on providing 

extra sets of clothing, dates for our Muslim brothers, and 

carom boards for those stuck in the dormitories. 

In total, we reached out to over 15,000 migrant workers, 

while closely supporting 28 of them who were in dire 

need of accommodation and necessities. We continue 

to work with dormitory operators, companies, and other 

organisations to support our migrants, in whatever 

circumstances they might be in. 
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We reached out to over

15,600 migrant workers

providing essentials like masks, 
clothes, hygiene products, food 
items, and many other items to  
help them in this time.

Top left: For our migrants who do not stay in 

dormitories, the ACMI team makes individual 

trips to each place of residence to deliver care 

packs and check in on them.

Bottom left: The ACMI team works with 

several dormitories and factory converted 

dormitories (FCDs), to provide essentials and 

support to as many migrants as we can.

Top right: Care packs such as this one, include 

food items, hygiene products, hand sanitizers, 

and masks. 

Bottom right: The Case Management and 

Pastoral Care team also plays an active role 

in supporting individuals who might need 

personalized guidance and aid in their various 

needs.

For I was hungry and 
you gave me food, I was 
thirsty and you gave me 

something to drink,  
 

I was a stranger  
and you 

welcomed me.

Matthew 25:35
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Skills 
Development

I overcame my 
homesickness 
being here, and 
am more mindful 
of the good I can 
do here, especially 
with ACMI!

“

- Marissa 
ACMI SD Alumni,  
Filipino domestic worker

The Skills Development (SD) ministry has always been a 

major part of ACMI’s outreach to migrants. The creation 

of workshops and programmes for Foreign Domestic 

Workers was part of the formation of ACMI during 

the late 90s. Since then, these courses have not only 

provided students with valuable skills and knowledge, 

but also created an encouraging community that instills 

confidence, creativity, and dignity.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic dealt a serious blow 

to all students and staff - where physical classes had to 

be halted due to safe distancing rules & guidelines. The 

SD team, together with everyone at ACMI, needed to 

tackle two major challenges. They had to ensure continual 

support of migrants staying at home and the need to 

adapt to the new digital environment. For migrants, losing 

their precious recreational time and communities outside, 

also impacted them greatly. 

With God’s grace, the SD team moved fast and came up 

with various ways to connect through virtual platforms to 

continue their ministry. Videos teaching simple cooking 

and baking recipes reached out to hundreds of migrants, 

while some got together to record a song to encourage 

others to keep their hopes up. Classes were tweaked 

and moved online, with many benefiting from the English 

language, computer skills, and even guitar classes. 

Together with our migrant students, alumni, volunteers and 

teachers, we continued to create a community of care and 

support, even amidst difficult circumstances. As physical 

classes resumed in 2021 (albeit with certain restrictions), 

we are thankful for the solidarity and dedication from our 

staff and volunteers that allowed us to pull through this 

difficult period.
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We would like to thank all our

teachers, alumni volunteers, 
employers, and students
for your dedication and trust 

through this time with us.

Top left: With thousands of students having 

attended ACMI’s courses, maintaining an 

active alumni is important. Due to COVID-19, 

an online alumni gathering and a Facebook 

group were created for keeping in touch.

Bottom left: As the circuit breaker period 

started, many were not too sure about the initial 

COVID-19 guidelines. The team prepared a 

video on topics like proper hand washing and 

safety distancing, while reminding all that they 

were not alone in this crisis. 

Top right: As many FDWs mostly stayed at 

home through the circuit breaker period, our 

talented students, together with our resident 

guitar instructor Ivan, recorded various songs 

together to bring cheer and show solidarity to 

all stuck at home. 

Bottom right: With physical classes being 

postponed, the team shared many baking 

and cooking recipes online, and encouraged 

students to try them out themselves. Recipes 

such as Roti John and Orange Cake (as shown) 

were introduced for all to learn from.

For we are 
God’s servants,  
working 
together; 
 
you are God’s field, 
God’s building. 

1 Corinthians 3:9

Previous page: Students benefit from a 

wide range of courses at ACMI, which include 

language and vocational skills, such as cooking.
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Case Management 
& Pastoral Care

I was very concerned 
for my children and 
my future.

But now, I do not cry 
and am very happy 
because I can focus 
on my new job, and 
my new life.

“

In a year where isolation and staying at home were 

required, many of us in Singapore could still get by with 

our daily lives. However, there are many of our Migrant 

workers and families who lack social support where 

making connections with their loved ones might not be 

so readily available for them. Feelings of confusion and 

anxiety are definitely exacerbated amidst a foreign land, 

with language barriers adding on to uncertainty and 

powerlessness.

 

Case Management and Pastoral Care (CMPC) has always 

been a crucial part of ACMI’s work for migrants. With our 

Migrant Helpline and an active team that addresses each 

case personally, we strive to provide dedicated support 

for each individual, be it a foreign domestic worker, a 

migrant worker, or transnational families in Singapore.

 

In 2020, our CMPC team attended to 137 phone calls 

through the migrant hotline and provided advice and 

pastoral care for migrants in need. We also attended to 

104 new clients in the year, with 55 of them being migrant 

workers in dormitories, who were greatly affected by the 

initial outbreak in 2020. 

 

As we continue striving to follow the call of the Good 

Shepherd for our migrants here in Singapore, presence 

and care is of utmost importance to us in supporting 

those in need. 

- Nurul* 
Indonesian single parent living 
in Singapore with three kids 
(*name changed for privacy)
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The Case Management team 
actively journeys with our 
clients, and provides essential 
support and guidance, specific 
to each situation.  
 
In 2020, the team attended to

137 phone calls from our 
Migrant Helpline.

Top left: With stay-at-home restrictions being 

the new normal, many students require laptops 

and internet access for home-based learning. 

To help children from transnational families 

who are not able to afford one, ACMI worked 

with organisations like Engineering Good to 

refurbish and donate laptops to those in need.

Bottom left: The welfare of children is of 

utmost importance when the team handles 

cases with transnational families.

Top right: Besides guidance and pastoral 

care, the team also actively provides essential 

aid and help to families in need, which include 

groceries, payment of education fees for 

children, and searching for employment.

Bottom right: ACMI’s Migrant Helpline has 

been an active part of CMPC’s work in listening, 

being present, and attending to the needs of 

migrants.

Beloved, since God 
loved us so much, 
we also ought to 

love one another.

1 John 4:11

Previous Page: ACMI conducts 

regular care pack distributions to our 

migrants, including bringing new toys 

for our transnational children.
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In the past it was very hard to 
express my thoughts and emotions, 
and it felt like there no one to talk to.  

But joining ACMI felt like 
being part of a family, and 
the most important thing 
is hope. 

“
- Maria 
Indonesian domestic 
worker living in 
Singapore for 13 years

As a Catholic commission, pastoral care and spiritual 

formation has always been a key part of ACMI’s ministry 

and outreach to migrants. From developing interpersonal 

qualities or cultivating values, to building personal and 

spiritual growth and promoting healthy relationships, our 

approach to migrants has always been one of holistic care 

and empowerment. 

The COVID-19 pandemic surfaced an important 

realization - that in the face of a crisis, psycho-emotional 

and spiritual needs are also as crucial. Restrictions forced 

many to stay at home, but for foreign domestic workers 

(FDWs) who work at home, increased levels of stress and 

cabin fever caused anxiety and helplessness. A migrant we 

spoke to recounted how stressful it was as her employers 

were home almost all the time: “I find it hard to find time 

for myself and to rest.”

With past Formation programmes being physical events, 

the Formation ministry moved much of their efforts online, 

and created videos and initiatives to support and keep in 

touch with migrants. These included a video on “Gratitude 

Therapy”, to help migrants cope with the effect of the 

pandemic; an online prayer session; and a prayer helpline, 

which was in collaboration with our religious, to pray and 

speak to those in need. 

Formation
Prior programmes such as the Abundant and Better Life 

Abroad (AbBA) and Christian Life Programme (CLP) 

were initially moved online with uncertainty. However, 

the strong partnership with Couples for Christ, together 

with the dedication and openness of volunteers and 

participants, made both programmes a blessed success. 

In conjunction with Migrant Month, a Migrant Sunday 

Mass was held on 27 September, giving thanks to God 

for His blessings, while praying for the continued care and 

guidance for all migrants. 

The ACMI team continues to focus on reaching out to 

more migrants, but not forgetting to focus on reaching 

into each heart.
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ACMI’s Formation  
programmes aim to 
instil self-worth, 
provide support, and 
create a community,  
through a space of safety, care, 
and focusing on God’s love for us. 

Top left: To commemorate the World Day 

of Migrants and Refugees in September, a 

Migrant Sunday Mass was livestreamed in 

the place of a physical one. Through the mass, 

we gave thanks to God for His blessings, and 

prayed for all migrants around the world. 

Bottom left: Sr Mel Benedictos RC supports 

many migrants in her work at ACMI, providing 

pastoral care and spiritual guidance. 

Top right: As we continued to pray for our 

migrants, the team organised an online prayer 

livestream to invite everyone to support each 

other in prayer.

Bottom right: Without being able to hold 

a physical reunion for the AbBA alumni, the 

facilitators from Couples for Christ found a 

way to gather everyone online, and also wrote 

messages of encouragement for all.

Bear one 
another’s 
burdens,  

and so fulfil  
the law of 

Christ.
Galatians 6:2
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(until 26 May 2020) (until 26 May 2020) (until 26 May 2020)

From 1 January 2020 to  26 May 2020

Board of Directors
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Code of Governance and 
Governance Evaluation Checklist

S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

Board Governance

1 Induction and orientation are provided to incoming 
governing board members upon joining the Board. 1.1.2 Complied

Are there governing board members holding staff1 
appointments? (skip items 2 and 3 if “No”) No

2 Staff does not chair the Board and does not comprise more 
than one third of the Board. 1.1.3

3
There are written job descriptions for the staff’s executive 
functions and operational duties, which are distinct from the 
staff’s Board role.

1.1.5

The Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants & Itinerant People (ACMI) is committed to 

maintain high standards of corporate governance.

Governance in the charity sector refers to the systems and processes for managing the overall direction, 

effectiveness, supervision and accountability of an organisation.  In Singapore, best practices in governance are 

set out in the Code of Governance for Charities and Institutions of a Public Character (IPC) (“the Charity Council 

Code”) which was first introduced by the Charity Council in 2007. The Code was refined in 2011 to provide 

greater clarity and relevance.

The Charity Council also launched a Governance Evaluation Checklist (GEC), designed to help charities and IPCs 

to self-evaluate the extent they have complied with essential guidelines in the Code of Governance for Charities 

and IPCs. For the purpose of this report, ACMI provides below our completed GEC for financial year ended 31 

December 2020.
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

4

"The Treasurer of the charity (or any person holding an 
equivalent position in the charity, e.g. Finance Committee 
Chairman or a governing board member responsible for 
overseeing the finances of the charity) can only serve a 
maximum of 4 consecutive years.

Complied

5
All governing board members must submit themselves for 
re-nomination and re-appointment, at least once every 3 
years.

1.1.8 Complied

6
The Board conducts self evaluation to assess its performance 
and effectiveness once during its term or every 3 years, 
whichever is shorter.

1.1.12 Complied

Is there any governing board member who has served for 
more than 10 consecutive years? (skip item 7 if “No”) No

7
The charity discloses in its annual report the reasons for 
retaining the governing board member who has served for 
more than 10 consecutive years.

1.1.13

8 There are documented terms of reference for the Board and 
each of its committees. 1.2.1 Complied

Conflict of Interest

9
There are documented procedures for governing board 
members and staff to declare actual or potential conflicts of 
interest to the Board at the earliest opportunity.

2.1 Complied

10
Governing board members do not vote or participate in 
decision making on matters where they have a conflict of 
interest.

2.4 Complied
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

Strategic Planning

11
The Board periodically reviews and approves the strategic 
plan for the charity to ensure that the charity’s activities are 
in line with the charity’s objectives.

3.2.2 Complied

Human Resource and Volunteer Management

12 The Board approves documented human resource policies 
for staff. 5.1 Complied

13
There is a documented Code of Conduct for governing 
board members, staff and volunteers (where applicable) 
which is approved by the Board.

5.3 Complied

14 There are processes for regular supervision, appraisal and 
professional development of staff. 5.5 Complied

Are there volunteers serving in the charity? (skip item 15 if 
“No”) Yes

15 There are volunteer management policies in place for 
volunteers. 5.7 Complied

Financial Management and Internal Controls

16

There is a documented policy to seek the Board’s approval 
for any loans, donations, grants or financial assistance 
provided by the charity which are not part of the charity’s 
core charitable programmes.

6.1.1 Complied
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

17 The Board ensures that internal controls for financial matters 
in key areas are in place with documented procedures. 6.1.2 Complied

18
The Board ensures that reviews on the charity’s internal 
controls, processes, key programmes and events are 
regularly conducted.

6.1.3 Complied

19 The Board ensures that there is a process to identify, and 
regularly monitor and review the charity’s key risks. 6.1.4 Complied

20 The Board approves an annual budget for the charity’s plans 
and regularly monitors the charity’s expenditure. 6.2.1 Complied

Does the charity invest its reserves (e.g. in fixed deposits)? 
(skip item 21 if “No”) No

21 The charity has a documented investment policy approved 
by the Board. 6.4.3

Fundraising Practices

Did the charity receive cash donations (solicited or 
unsolicited) during the financial year? (skip item 22 if “No”) Yes

22
All collections received (solicited or unsolicited) are 
properly accounted for and promptly deposited by the 
charity.

7.2.2 Complied
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

Did the charity receive donations in kind during the financial 
year? (skip item 23 if “No”)

Yes

23
All donations in kind received are properly recorded and 
accounted for by the charity.

7.2.3 Complied

Disclosure and Transparency

24

The charity discloses in its annual report —
(a) the number of Board meetings in the financial year; and

(b) the attendance of every governing board member at 
those meetings.

8.2 Complied

Are governing board members remunerated for their 
services to the Board? (skip items 25 and 26 if “No”)

No

25
No governing board member is involved in setting his own 
remuneration.

2.2

26

The charity discloses the exact remuneration and benefits 
received by each governing board member in its annual 
report.
OR
The charity discloses that no governing board member is 
remunerated.

8.3

Does the charity employ paid staff? (skip items 27, 28 and 
29 if “No”)

Yes
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

27 No staff is involved in setting his own remuneration. 2.2 Complied

28

The charity discloses in its annual report —
(a) the total annual remuneration for each of its 3 highest 
paid staff who each has received remuneration (including 
remuneration received from the charity’s subsidiaries) 
exceeding $100,000 during the financial year; and

(b) whether any of the 3 highest paid staff also serves as a 
governing board member of the charity.

The information relating to the remuneration of the staff 
must be presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
The charity discloses that none of its paid staff receives 
more than $100,000 each in annual remuneration.

8.4 Complied

29

The charity discloses the number of paid staff who satisfies 
all of the following criteria:
(a) the staff is a close member of the family belonging to the 
Executive Head or a governing board member of the charity;

(b) the staff has received remuneration exceeding $50,000 
during the financial year.

The information relating to the remuneration of the staff 
must be presented in bands of $100,000.
OR
The charity discloses that there is no paid staff, being a close 
member of the family belonging to the Executive Head or a 
governing board member of the charity, who has received 
remuneration exceeding $50,000 during the financial year.

8.5 Complied
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S/N Code guideline Code ID Response 

Explanation 
(if Code 

guideline is not 
complied with)

Public Image

30
The charity has a documented communication policy on the 
release of information about the charity and its activities 
across all media platforms.

9.2 Complied

End of List
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We would like to thank all staff, 
volunteers, donors, collaborators, 

students, and our beneficiaries in allowing 
us to be the Good Shepherd to all of our 

migrant brothers and sisters here.

We thank God for all His blessings, and 
pray to continue doing His good work.
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Therefore, encourage one another and build 
up each other, as indeed you are doing.

1 Thessalonians 5:11


